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Virtual characters are much in demand for animated movies, games, and other applications. Rapid advances in performance
capture and advanced rendering techniques have allowed the movie industry in particular to create characters that appear
very human-like. However, with these new capabilities has come the realization that such characters are yet not quite “right.”
One possible hypothesis is that these virtual humans fall into an “Uncanny Valley”, where the viewer’s emotional response is
repulsion or rejection, rather than the empathy or emotional engagement that their creators had hoped for. To explore these
issues, we created three animated vignettes of an arguing couple with detailed motion for the face, eyes, hair, and body. In a set
of perceptual experiments, we explore the relative importance of different anomalies using two different methods: a questionnaire to determine the emotional response to the full-length vignettes, with and without facial motion and audio; and a 2AFC
(two alternative forced choice) task to compare the performance of a virtual “actor” in short clips (extracts from the vignettes)
depicting a range of different facial and body anomalies. We found that the facial anomalies are particularly salient, even when
very significant body animation anomalies are present.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in computer animation have allowed the creation of very lifelike virtual characters for movies such as Polar Express, Beowulf, A Christmas Carol (Robert Zemeckis) and Avatar
(James Cameron). Numerous articles in the public press and research domains (e.g., Geller [2008])
have speculated that the greater realism of these characters occasionally falls into the Uncanny Valley
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Fig. 1. The hypothesized graph for the Uncanny Valley response (redrawn from Mori [1970]).

hypothesized by Mori [1970]. When this happens, audiences tend to feel a sense of eeriness or revulsion
rather than empathizing with the characters or becoming emotionally engaged in the story.
Mori hypothesized two valleys, a shallower one for appearance and a deeper valley (or stronger effect)
for motion, as seen in Figure 1. For example, a humanoid robot with some anthropomorphic features
may appear familiar enough to be appealing, but different enough from a real person so as not to cause
fear. On the other hand, a highly realistic android (or indeed a wax-work model) may look so lifelike
that it might be convincing at first glance. However, when it moves in a not quite human-like manner, it
can remind people of the living dead, and hence may fall to the bottom of the hypothesized valley. A parallel in computer graphics could be the contrast between audience responses to the appealing, cartoonlike characters in Pixar’s The Incredibles and the more human-like, yet somehow off-putting humans
in Polar Express [Levi 2004]. Many different causes for this supposed revulsion have been put forward,
including lack of familiarity, the appearance of disease or death, and a mismatch between elements of
the character design and the motion. Similarly, appearance or motion artifacts have been suggested as
the cause; stiff or “wooden” faces, incorrect eye gaze, and stiff body motion are all frequently proposed.
However, the concept is far from precise and it is not clear what the axes of the graph should be. Indeed, it is unlikely that viewers’ complex, multisensory responses to virtual characters can be described
by such a simple graph [Tinwell and Grimshaw 2009]. Nevertheless, it provides a useful conceptual
framework within which to explore these important issues. Given our limited understanding of this
phenomenon, we need techniques to analyze the impact of the improvements and remaining anomalies in human motion and appearance on the perception and interpretation of a scene. Our aim is to
capture the higher-level cognitive and emotional responses that the complex scenarios found in movies
or games are intended to elicit. Simple psychophysical measures, such as perceptibility thresholds,
are not sufficient to characterize participants’ responses to such scenarios. Therefore, we attempt to
capture higher-level reactions, such as the level of engagement with the characters, or what kind of
emotion the participants felt when viewing them, for example, did they sympathize with them, did they
think they were convincing in the scene, or did they just not feel any emotion at all when viewing them?
In this article, we examine the impact of anomalies using two different experimental methods: one
using “vignettes,” that is, animated scenes of about 30 seconds in length that tell a story with emotional content; and the other using shorter “clips,” depicting 3–5-second extracts from the vignettes.
We measure the response to the vignettes by asking questions that attempt to capture participants’
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Fig. 2. Scenes from three vignettes portraying arguments between a man and a woman over a shortage of milk, unwisely spent
money, and moving out when the relationship is over. These examples include facial, eye, whole body, and hair motion.

emotional engagement and sympathy for the characters, such as: “How angry was the woman?” and
“How justified (appropriate) were the man’s reactions?” In the experiments with short clips, participants had the simpler task of choosing one of a pair. However, we provide context for the experiments:
they were “auditioning” a virtual actress and were asked to choose in which clip her performance was
more compelling. We pitched different face and body anomalies directly against each other, requiring
participants to make the choice of “In which of these two clips was the virtual actress more convincing?” Again, this response is at a higher level than simply looking explicitly for anomalies, for example,
by asking in which clip they saw an animation artifact.
The three vignettes depict an angry reaction to a shortage of milk, unwisely spent money, and moving out at the end of a relationship. Modern motion capture systems and carefully planned capture
sessions allow for the creation of very lifelike virtual characters. For our full animation, we included
animation of the face of the characters, eye tracking data for the character facing the camera (i.e., the
woman), simulated hair motion for the female character, as well as full body motion for both characters
(Figure 2). However, for complex scenarios it may sometimes be necessary to sacrifice some elements
of the animation because of the exigencies of the capture process. For example, capturing eye or face
motion simultaneously with whole body motion is complicated due to the higher resolution required
for the smaller, more detailed regions and the effect of body-worn capture devices on the actor’s performance. Some elements of a scene such as clothing and hair may be impossible to capture and must be
added later via simulation.
Using the shorter clips, we explored two different classes of stimuli: those that we felt represented
common flaws in animation (e.g., eyes not tracked, only simple facial motion captured); and those
that represented disease conditions (Bell’s Palsy, tremor, immobile shoulder joint). With the former, we
aimed to provide insights into what should be added to a standard capture to create a more effective
character; the latter was designed to explore a question raised by MacDorman [2005] in the context of
the Uncanny Valley of whether the eeriness is caused by our natural revulsion when presented with
animations that resemble disease conditions. We hoped that by exploring these two classes of stimuli,
we could gain insight into these practical and scientific questions simultaneously.
We found that facial anomalies were most salient in the short clips, especially when they resembled
medical conditions such as Bell’s Palsy, demonstrating that this is where the most effort in animation
should be directed. In the long vignettes, the interaction between the presence or absence of sound
and/or facial animation affected the responses to questions about emotional impact, indicating that
any attempt to model the Uncanny Valley must take multiple dimensions into account. These results
point to some interesting issues to be explored in future work.
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 22, Publication date: July 2010.
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RELATED WORK

Although the goal of most movies is to have an emotional impact on the audience, there is little work
exploring the perceptual consequences of errors or degradation in motion for scenes with affective
content. A number of researchers have evaluated the effect of motion manipulations on participants’
perception of human animations. In most of these studies, multiple short views of a single character walking, jumping, or dancing were shown. User responses were typically used to derive perceptual thresholds or sensitivity measures. Hodgins and colleagues [1998] demonstrated that changes
in the geometric models used for rendering affected participants’ sensitivity to small changes in human motion. Wang and Bodenheimer [2004] ran a user study to determine the optimal blend length
for transitions between two motion clips. McDonnell and colleagues [2007] investigated the relationship between frame rate and smooth human motion using a series of psychophysical experiments.
Reitsma and Pollard [2003] demonstrated that velocity and acceleration errors introduced in the motion editing process are noticeable for ballistic motions. Finally, Harrison and colleagues [2004] used
a simple link structure to examine how the limbs of more realistic models may be stretched without the viewer perceiving the distortion. The major difference between these studies and our experiments is that we are using vignettes with significant emotional content (anger) and attempt to
measure how participants’ emotional response is affected by significant changes to the character’s
motion.
The Uncanny Valley has been directly explored most often in the context of robots because that was
the setting for Mori’s original hypothesis in 1970. These studies are limited in that they most often
use images of existing robots or virtual characters and as such do not span the space of designs but
just evaluate the best efforts of skilled robot or character designers [Bartneck et al. 2007; Schneider
et al. 2007; MacDorman et al. 2009]. To address this concern, researchers have also performed morphs
between two existing designs (or between a robot or virtual character and a photograph of a similarly
posed human). Some of these studies have produced a curve resembling that of the Uncanny Valley
although the question remains whether this result arises from an imperfect morph or from a true
instance of the Uncanny Valley. For example, double images of the eyes sometimes arise in a morph
between two images that are not sufficiently well aligned. Hanson and colleagues [2005] performed a
carefully designed morph between a cartoon rendering of a female character and a similarly attired and
posed image of a woman. They found no Uncanny Valley in a Web-based survey of the “acceptability”
of the images.
Because of the difficulty of developing controllable stimuli, the existence of the Uncanny Valley for
motion has been tested in only a few experiments [Ho et al. 2008; MacDorman 2006]. Using videos of 17
robots ranging from wheeled soccer playing robots to androids and one human video, Ho et al. [2008]
explored various possible axes for the Uncanny Valley graph, including eerie, creepy, and strange. Correlations between perceived eeriness, voice and lip synchronization, and facial expression have also
been found, where the lack of synchronization was particularly disturbing [Tinwell and Grimshaw
2004]. We hope that by creating our vignettes from motion capture data, we can provide greater control over the conditions in our experiments and thereby provide a framework that will support more
rigorous evaluation.
Researchers have also explored different measures for assessing participants’ responses to images
or video suspected to span the Uncanny Valley. MacDorman developed an elegant experiment using
terror management techniques as his metric [MacDorman 2005]. In this study, he found that a photo of
an android elicited a heightened preference for worldview supporters and a diminished preference for
worldview threats relative to a control group that viewed a photo of a woman. These results indicate
that perhaps an “eerie” robot elicits an innate fear of death or disease (as measured by the terror
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Fig. 3. (a) capture session; (b) calibration of the eye tracker by looking at a known location (the hand); (c) the eye tracker as
worn by the female actor; (d) the hair of the female actor, and (e) the rendered hair.

management metrics). Patterns of gaze fixation have also been used to determine whether an android
is responded to in a similar manner as a human or a nonhumanoid robot [MacDorman et al. 2005].
3.

EXPERIMENT DESIGN

Our goal is to determine how degradation of human motion affects the emotional response of participants to an animation. Our hypotheses are that: facial anomalies will have the most effect (as
McDonnell et al. [2009] and others have shown that people focus most on the faces of real and virtual
humans); Conditions relating to human diseases will have a similarly strong effect (as postulated by
MacDorman [2005]); The presence or absence of audio will influence responses, as it is to be expected
that much of the emotional content of a vignette is delivered through this medium.
To test these hypotheses, we generated three vignettes, each of which depicted an event with emotional content (see Figure 2). Two professional actors (one male, one female) performed based on our
instructions and plot outlines. All three vignettes take place in the kitchen of a house or apartment
shared by a couple and last approximately 30 seconds. For the first vignette, Milk, the female actor is
angry about the fact that there was no milk for her breakfast cereal. For the second vignette, Money,
the male actor is angry because he just picked up the mail and found a large bill for clothing. In the
final vignette, MovingOut, the couple has split up and the man finds that the woman has a guest when
he returns unexpectedly to pick up his possessions.
3.1

Creation of the Stimuli

An optical motion capture system consisting of 18 Vicon cameras was used to record the positions of
286 retro-reflective markers attached to the bodies, fingers, and faces of two actors (Figure 3(a)). The
data for the hand and body markers was mapped onto a skeleton. Joint angles and root motion were
computed from this data and used to drive character models constructed in Maya. Photographs were
used as reference material to ensure that the character models resembled the captured actors.
To capture the facial expression of the actors, we placed about 50 reflective small markers on each actor’s face, after which our facial animation pipeline deformed the detailed facial geometry to match the
movement of the markers. We followed the method of Park and Hodgins [2006]: the markers are first
segmented into seven near-rigid parts (Figure 4) such that markers belonging to a part are considered
to move roughly together. The rigid motion of each part is approximated with six degrees-of-freedom
(three for translation and three for rotation) from the movement of its member markers. The remaining local deformation of a part is modeled with quadratic deformations and radial basis deformations,
then added to the rigid body motion. This method provides a good representation of the actors’ facial movements. One difference between our method and those used for emotion capture in the recent
movie, Avatar, is that their facial motion passes through the hands of skilled animators, while ours
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 22, Publication date: July 2010.
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Fig. 4. (a) facial markers; (b) seven near-rigid parts; (c) eye-open facial geometry; (d) eye-closed facial geometry.

was automatically processed. Their facial motion is captured with a wearable camera rig (required for
a large capture region) while ours was captured with fixed cameras. It should, of course, be noted that
they applied the captured motion to nonhuman characters, whereas our focus is on realistic human
characters.
The blinking movement of the eyelid can also be captured from the optical markers. However, because there is not much space for multiple markers around the eyelids, the resulting facial geometry
with only one marker attached to each eyelid is not convincing when the eyes are closed. We created
a separate facial geometry with closed eyes (see Figure 4) and blended it linearly with the resulting
eye-open geometry when a blink occurred. The timing of the blinking is extracted from the data, using
the distance between two markers placed on the upper and lower eyelids, respectively, to detect the
frames at which they start to close, are fully closed, start to open, and are fully open.
The hair motion was created with Maya 2008. After generating an initial state for the hair, the
position/velocities of the head motion and gravity are then used to drive the simulation. We selected
simulation parameters that were intended to make it resemble the fine blond hair of our female actor
(Figure 3(d)). The man’s shirt was also simulated in Maya 2008.
The eye movements of the female actor were recorded using a head-mounted ASL eye-tracker which
measured the direction of the gaze of the actor’s left eye at 120fps (Figure 3(c)). The eye tracker was
calibrated by gazing at a known location in the motion capture space (Figure 3(b)). This data was
used for the motion of both the left and right eyes in the final rendering. The resulting characters
were placed into a model of a kitchen and rendered. Finally, we recorded the voices of the actors in a
separate recording session, which is common practice in games and movies.
Four different types of Long vignette stimuli were created by displaying all three unabridged vignettes using one of the following four experimental conditions: FullFace with Sound; FullFace with
NoSound; NoFace with Sound; and NoFace with NoSound. For the NoFace conditions, we rendered
the animations with no facial or eye movements, while for NoSound we turned off the audio. To create a second set of Short clip stimuli, we divided the vignettes up into shorter snippets that still
made sense, for example, a full sentence, each between 3–6 seconds long. By modifying the original animation, we created six facial and three body anomalies for the woman character and multiple clips were selected for each condition. This set of stimuli was sufficient to allow random selection in the experiment and thus reduce repetition. The Short clip experimental conditions were as
follows.
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—Full (F): the unmodified animation
—No Face (NF): the face and eyes were completely frozen
—No Eyes (NE): the face was animated but the eyes did not move
—Offset Eyes (OE): one eye was rotated by a constant amount, giving an effect similar to Amblyopia
(or lazy eye)
—Low Face, Eyes (LF E): the motion of the jaw was restricted to one degree of freedom (open/close for
speech synchronization), but the eyes were animated
—Low Face, No Eyes (LF NE): face as with LF E, but the eyes were not animated
—Half Face (HF): only half the face was animated—this condition was chosen to mimic Bell’s palsy
—No Arm (NA): one arm was not animated and was held stiffly in front of the character as if in a sling
—Noisy Arm (NyA): a tremor was added to the character’s arm
—No Pelvis (NP): the top half of the body only was animated by removing data from the root and legs.
The motion of the two spine joints was smoothed to reduce artifacts caused by the lack of motion in
the pelvis
3.2

Method

In order to examine the effect of degraded human motion on participants’ perception of emotional virtual characters, we conducted a series of experiments. First, to confirm the results of McDonnell et al.
[2009] and others that faces attract the most attention, we tracked the eye motion of nine participants while they watched the Long vignettes, using a Tobii eye-tracker. Participants were told that
they would be asked questions about the vignettes afterwards, but we did not analyze this data. While
we know that the task being performed can greatly affect eye movements, the knowledge that one
will be asked general questions is a reasonably neutral task. Therefore, we can assume that this task
will give a good indication of where attention is focused in general. As this pretest was intended as
a simple confirmation of whether participants did indeed tend to focus on faces more when viewing
the vignettes under normal conditions, we only examined the eye movement data of participants for
the FullFace with Sound vignettes. Furthermore, in order to elicit as unbiased a response as possible,
we only examined the eye movements of each participant while watching the first vignette (as there
may have been effects of familiarity with the scene during subsequent viewings, thereby introducing
bias). Therefore, we examined the data of nine participants, with three watching either Milk, Money, or
MovingOut first, and then averaged over the three participants for each vignette. We found that they
focused on the faces 54%, 79%, and 68% of the time (i.e., the percentage of overall fixation durations)
in the Milk, Money, and Moving Out vignettes, respectively.
For the Long vignettes and Short clips experiments, we recruited small groups of participants by
advertising on university email lists, posters, and fliers. This recruitment effort resulted in a varied
participant pool drawn from a range of different disciplines and backgrounds: 48 males and 37 females
ranging in age from 18–45, with 76% of them reporting passing knowledge or less with 3D computer
graphics; all gave their informed consent. There were 85 individual participants, of whom 69 did both
the Long vignettes and Short clips experiments; the remaining 16 only participated in a follow-up
Short clip experiment at the end. Both experiments took approximately 20 minutes each. A total of
28 small groups participated, ranging in size between one and six participants. The experiments were
all held in the same room, where the vignettes and clips were projected onto a 150 × 80 cm screen at
a distance of 2–2.5m to the participants, giving a horizontal/vertical field of view of around 35 × 20
degrees. We asked participants not to make audible responses to the animations and they were not
permitted to discuss their opinions with each other during the study. An experimenter was present at
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 22, Publication date: July 2010.
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all times to ensure compliance. At the start of the experiment, the participants filled out some general
information such as gender and age.
Those who participated in both experiments first watched all three Long vignettes (in the order Milk,
Money, MovingOut) displayed in one of the four conditions: that is, with FullFace or NoFace, and with
Sound or NoSound. They recorded their answers on a questionnaire sheet. These questions required
them to rate, on a 5-point scale, the anger levels of both characters, how justified their reactions were,
and how much sympathy they had for them. They were also asked to select who was mainly responsible
for the argument and to write some free-form text about the events. They then watched a random
ordering of the Short clips after the scenario was set as follows:
We have captured the voice and motions of the female actor and now want to know which
virtual characteristics are best at conveying a compelling performance. Therefore, you are
“auditioning” a virtual actor. You will be asked after viewing each pair to indicate your
answer to the following question: “In which clip was the virtual actor more convincing.”
The participants indicated their choice for each pair of clips using a 2AFC (two alternative forcedchoice) answer sheet. Each group viewed a random selection of four clips for every combination of
conditions, as follows: 35 participants looked at all combinations of pairs of the six different FaceType clips and the full animation, for example, they watched Full versus NoEyes (F/NE), LowFace
Eyes versus LowFace NoEyes (LF E/LF NE) and all other possible pairs; a further 34 participants
viewed FaceType/Body combinations depicting the five disease conditions and the full animation, for
instance, Full versus NoArm (F/NA), NoisyArm versus OffsetEyes (NyA/OE), NoPelvis versus HalfFace (NP/HF). We had avoided using the NoFace condition in the clips as we felt that this would be too
obvious. However, as a follow-up to determine whether this hypothesis was indeed correct, the final 16
participants only performed a Short clips experiment, where they looked at all paired combinations of
the set of clips including NoFace, the Full animation and the most obvious of the other artifacts (i.e.,
NoArm, OffsetEyes, and HalfFace, as determined by the first set of experiments).
In these experiments, we wanted to create large effects that were certain to elicit differentiated
responses. Therefore, we aimed to generate clearly suprathreshold stimuli, which were well above the
Just Noticeable Difference for the conditions tested. We did informal pretests with people who were
familiar with the animations and tuned the magnitude to what was definitely noticeable without being
too extreme. We are confident that all stimuli were approximately equally noticeable when viewed
directly by an expert.
4.

RESULTS

Statistical analysis was carried out on all results in order to test the significance of the effects found.
To analyze the responses to each question in the Long vignettes experiment, we conducted a 3-factor,
repeated measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA), where the between groups factors were AudioType
(i.e., Sound, NoSound) and FaceType (i.e., FullFace, NoFace) and the within groups factor was Vignette
(i.e., Milk, Money, MovingOut). Post hoc analysis was performed on significant effects using NewmanKeuls tests for pairwise comparison of means. The most significant results are shown in Figure 5 and
a summary of significant effects (i.e., with p < 0.05) is shown in Table I. The most significant results
were found for the woman, which was expected as her face was visible throughout the three vignettes.
There was a significant positive correlation between the ratings for the sympathy and justified ratings (Spearman’s ρ = 0.75, p < 0.05). Therefore, we do not include these results, or those relating to
questions about the man, as they provide no added insights. There was also a significant correlation
between sympathy and anger ratings, but this was much lower (ρ = 0.26, p < 0.05) and different
effects were observed for this question.
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Fig. 5. Most interesting results for the Long vignettes questions

Table I. Significant Results for the Long Vignettes Experiments ( p < 0.05 in all Cases)
Question

Effect

F-Test

Audio∗FaceType

F(1, 65) = 9.8401

Vignette

F(2, 130) = 61.229

Vignette∗FaceType

F(2, 130) = 7.7607

FaceType
Vignette
Vignette∗Audio
Vignette∗FaceType
Vignette
Vignette

F(1, 65) = 5.1201
F(2, 130) = 16.923
F(2, 130) = 6.0725
F(2, 130) = 4.1188
F(2, 130) = 44.479
F(2, 130) = 6.4253

Woman Angry

Woman Sympathy
Man Angry
Man Sympathy

Post-hoc
FullFace NoSound > FullFace Sound,
FullFace NoSound > NoFace NoSound
Money < Milk < MovingOut
Money FullFace different to everything
Money NoFace different to everything
MovingOut FullFace different to everything
MovingOut NoFace different to everything
FullFace<NoFace
Money < Milk < MovingOut
Money WithSound < all
MovingOut NoFace > all
Milk < MovingOut < Money
Money > all

In the Long vignettes, as expected, a main effect of Scene was found for all questions. In particular,
the Milk, Money, and MovingOut vignettes were found to elicit distinct levels of anger and sympathy
ratings for the woman (see Figure 5 and Table I). An Audio*FaceType interaction for the Angry question (Figure 5(a)) revealed that she was angriest in the FullFace NoSound condition and much less so
when Sound was present. This result suggests that while her facial animation did appear to express
anger, the sound appears to have diluted the emotion, perhaps because we recorded the soundtrack
separately. A Vignette*FaceType interaction shows that she was most angry in the MovingOut vignette
with NoFace, and least angry in the Money vignette with NoFace. Perhaps this result can be explained
by our eye-movement results, which showed that the face was most fixated upon in the Money vignette
and less so in the MovingOut vignette. Hence, the lack of facial animation in Money reduced the overall level of expression, whereas in the MovingOut vignette, the lack of facial expression distracted less
from the more physical body interactions between the couple. Or it may have been the case that her
“stony” face simply came across as extremely angry in that vignette.
For the Sympathy question (Figure 5(b)), a main effect of FaceType is explained by the fact that
the woman was found to be significantly less sympathetic when her face was animated (FullFace) than
when it was not (NoFace). The reasons for this may be more apparent from examining the interactions.
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Fig. 6. All results for the Short clips comparison experiments: overall (top) and pairwise (bottom) preferences; vertical axis
shows % times preferred and error bars show one standard error.

It should be noted that, for this question, medium sympathy can be considered to be the “neutral” level,
with ratings above or below the bar representing positive or negative reactions. No conditions elicited
a positive rating towards the woman, but negative reactions are also important to engage viewers
(e.g., an evil villain). Therefore, the lower sympathy rating with the facial animation actually implies
a stronger negative reaction to the woman. A Vignette*FaceType interaction occurred because she was
rated most sympathetic in the MovingOut vignette with NoFace. However, this result was closest to
neutral and therefore implies a lack of expressivity. The animated face results imply a stronger negative reaction to her, perhaps because her anger came across as too strong for the circumstances and
hence people disliked her more. This was reflected in some of the comments from the FullFace conditions, such as “The woman seemed more aggressive and louder”; “The man was more explaining than
arguing”; “Physically aggressive woman.” The Vignette*Audio interaction was caused by the woman
being least sympathetic in the Money vignette with sound.
These results reinforce the common wisdom that facial animation is a key component of expression
and careful attention should be paid to how the face is used to convey emotion. However, how the audio
is matched or dubbed to the facial animation is also clearly key, as it interacted with the other factors
in nonobvious ways.
The results for the Short clips experiments are shown in Figure 6. To compare the means of the
overall preferences for the FaceType, FaceType/Body, and NoFace sets of clip conditions (shown on
the top), we carried out a single factor, repeated measures ANOVA for each. Post hoc analysis was
ACM Transactions on Applied Perception, Vol. 7, No. 4, Article 22, Publication date: July 2010.
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Table II. Significant Differences for Overall Short Clips Preferences ( p < .05 in all cases)
FACETYPE
Main Effect: F(5, 170) = 66.57
Full > LowFace NoEyes, LowFace Eyes
Full > OffsetEyes, HalfFace
NoEyes > LowFace NoEyes, LowFace Eyes
NoEyes > OffsetEyes, HalfFace
LowFace NoEyes > OffsetEyes, HalfFace
LowFace Eyes > OffsetEyes, HalfFace
OffsetEyes > HalfFace

FACETYPE/BODY
Main Effect: F(5, 150) = 33.24
Full > NoArm, OffsetEyes, Half Face
NoPelvis > NoArm, OffsetEyes, HalfFace
NoisyArm > OffsetEyes, HalfFace
NoArm > OffsetEyes, HalfFace

NOFACE
Main Effect: F(4, 60) = 131.38
All significantly different

performed using Newman-Keuls tests and the significant effects are reported in Table II. For the
pairwise comparisons (Figure 6, bottom), single t-tests were carried out to determine if they were real
preferences (i.e., significantly different from 50%), and those that were not are shown on the graph in
grey.
These results were very informative because we were able to run more conditions and use a withinsubjects design. For the 35 (18M,17F) participants who viewed the FaceType combinations of clips
(i.e., all face conditions pitched against each other), as expected the Full animation was preferred
overall, except to NoEyes (Figure 6(a)). It was surprising that the lack of eye movements was not more
disturbing, but perhaps it is because we included eye-blinks, even though the eyes themselves were
frozen. As hypothesized, the two facial “disease” conditions were found to be the worst, with OffsetEyes
being slightly but significantly more preferred to HalfFace. With the 34 (24M, 10F) participants that
compared these two conditions with body anomalies (FaceType/Body), they found the facial anomalies
significantly more disturbing than any of the (quite significant) body errors (Figure 6(b)). In fact, some
participants reported not noticing any body anomalies at all, as they were completely focussed on the
faces. HalfFace and OffsetEyes were found to be equally disturbing, with the next least preferred being
NoArm. In a follow-up with 16 (10M, 6F) participants, we tested the effect of NoFace, to determine
whether it really was the worst condition (Figure 6(c)): as the results of our Long vignette experiments
showed that emotional content was conveyed even in the absence of facial motion, we postulated that
the two worst facial anomalies may be found to be more disturbing. However, we found that the NoFace
condition was significantly less preferred, even to the worst of the other anomalies.
5.

DISCUSSION

We have developed a new type of experimental framework that did, as planned, elicit higher-level responses from participants to ecologically valid stimuli (similar to those that would be found in real
applications). Now, we and others can build on this work to run new experiments to provide further
guidelines and insights for animators and the developers of animation systems. These promising approaches to investigating these issues are applicable for evaluating other types of problems, not just
motion capture.
In summary, we found that removing facial animation and/or sound from the Long vignettes did
change the emotional content that was communicated to our participants. The woman’s behavior was
found to be particularly affected by these four conditions, as she was the most visible in the scenes.
Clearly, even the animations with no sound and no facial animation conveyed emotional content, but
less effectively than when facial animation was included (making the woman more unsympathetic, for
example).
The results from the Short clips experiments were unambiguous. Facial anomalies are more disturbing than quite significant body motion errors, so this is where the most effort should be expended to
achieve natural human motion. While we expected that facial anomalies would dominate over body
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motion errors, it was more significant than we had predicted. Furthermore, we could also derive some
more nuanced guidelines regarding the significance of different types of facial anomalies relative to
one another. An interesting observation is that although the NoFace condition in the Long vignettes
conveyed emotional information to the participants (even when sound was absent), in the clips it was
almost never preferred to any of the other conditions. However, in the written comments after viewing
the vignettes, several participants referred to the absence of facial motion and expressed annoyance.
This observation is worthy of further investigation, as are the effects of other types of emotion, for
example, happy or sad, or more neutral.
What do these results tell us about the Uncanny Valley theory? As we predicted, the two face disease
conditions and the stiff arm were preferred least, therefore supporting a hypothesis that these motions
fell into the Uncanny Valley because they reminded people of illness or injury. On the other hand,
the facial anomalies were much more disturbing than the body motion errors, which shows that the
valley may be affected by attention. The frozen face was preferred least of all in the clips, perhaps
because it resembles a corpse, yet the woman in the MovingOut vignette with no facial animation was
rated as being most angry. This could have been caused by her appearing “stony-faced”, which is an
extreme form of anger. Alternatively, it may have been caused by focussing more attention on the quite
aggressive body language of the couple, again pointing to a possible effect of attention. More extensive
eye-tracking studies would be very useful here to determine if this is indeed the case. Audio was also
an important factor when watching the vignettes, as it interacted with both the vignette and the facial
animation in different ways. This effect was most evident for the Money vignette, where the absence
of sound actually increased the perceived anger of the woman. All of these results point to a complex,
multidimensional model of uncanniness which is unlikely to be a valley but rather a parameterizable
space.
We intentionally designed our stimuli to be suprathreshold. However, without calibrating the different magnitude changes we applied to our stimuli, it is difficult to rank order them in the perceptual
effect that they have (i.e., one could argue that it might be that one change was “bigger” than another
rather than that faces are more important than arms). Therefore, psychophysical studies to explore
Just Noticeable Differences (JND) would provide further useful insights. We could, for example, run
JND experiments, fit an Ogive function to the data, and then run our experiments on, say, the stimuli
at 75% perceptibility. Now that we have an effective framework for eliciting responses from participants, and some indicative results, we can explore how to probe around these extremes in even more
targeted ways to expose greater detail about the responses and to appropriately model these data.
Further study is needed to explore these effects more deeply. Some participants seemed to suggest
that there was a mismatch in emotion between the body and the voice for the Full animation with
Sound conditions. For example: one participant wrote: “Both have unnaturally calm voices given their
phyical actions”, while another commented: “Both were really angry (supposingly!)”. As it is common
in practice to capture motion and audio tracks separately (e.g., for performance capture with a VIP or
A-List actor, or when animated movies are dubbed in another language), if the emotional content is
being disrupted by the bodies being more or less emotional than the voices, or desynchronized due to
bad dubbing, this is worthy of further investigation (e.g., see Giorgolo and Verstraten [2008]; Carter
et al. [2010]).
With the Long vignette experiments, the types of questions we asked showed that higher-level responses can be elicited from natural, ecologically valid stimuli. We were able to run only a limited
set of our conditions as each subject was shown only one modification (on the three vignettes) and we
had to use an across-subjects design. Now that we have established a framework for exploring these
factors with longer, more natural stimuli, we can consider developing more detailed or sophisticated
questionnaires to explore them further across a broader range of stimuli. Our framework can now be
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extended to investigate, for example, differences in responses to cartoon rendering, video, and realistic
rendering. With longer vignettes, we could consider using “sliders” that allow people to record their
emotions over time, and not just at the end of a vignette [Lottridge 2008]. Physiological measures
such as heart-rate [Meehan et al. 2002], brain responses [Anders et al. 2004], and more in-depth eyemovement analysis [Hunt et al. 2007] could also provide insight. Finally, an interesting question is
whether the same effects are found when anomalies occur in less familiar, nonhuman characters, as in
Avatar.
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